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AirBoss-Defense CBRN Moulded Glove
AirBoss-Defense is a world leader in the development and sale of Chemical, Biological, Radiological
and Nuclear (CBRN) protective wear.
AirBoss-Defense, a division of AirBoss of America Corp., is one of today’s most respected and trusted
worldwide manufacturer of high performance proprietary rubber-based products. With a capacity to
supply over 250 million pounds of rubber annually to a diverse group of rubber manufacturers, AirBoss
is one of North America’s largest custom compounding company.
As part of a special US Military Joint Services procurement initiative AirBoss was the sole company
selected for contract award following Phase II testing of JB2GU Type II Gloves.
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Textured finish
for optimized
grip.

➜

CoolMax® Lycra
removable
inner liner.

Technology ..................Accurate thin injection molded butyl rubber. Special compound facilitates
proper decontamination. Textured finish on fingertips and palms provide
optimized grip. Excellent physical properties.
Design...........................Ergonomic ambidextrous design provides correct fingers and hand dimensions
as well as a tighter wrist to keep the glove firmly on the hand. Long wrist
assures proper closure / integration with arm and cuff of CBRN Suit.
Chemical and
Biological Protection ..24 hour protection against CW agents. Impermeable to all biological agents.
Toxic Industrial
(TIMs) Protection.......Offers protection. List of TICs available upon request.
Environment
Conditions....................- 32°C to 52°C (- 25°F to 125°F).
Don/Doff .......................Moulded glove can be worn directly over hand or with its liner.
Use/Reuse....................Can be decontaminated.
Cleaning.......................Soap and water.
Weight ..........................Lightweight. Average weight (size M) of 0.44 lbs (0.20 kg) per pair.
Packaging....................Low volume packaging (vacuum packed) in a clear plastic bag for optimized
storing and stowing.
Color..............................Black
Sizes Available ..........7 sizes: S, M-Narrow, Medium, L-Narrow, L, XL-Narrow, XL.
Standards.....................Meets NSN 8415-21-921-2165 to 2167; 8415-21-921-2169 to 2172.
Accessories ................CoolMax® Lycra removable liner (packed with or without the glove).
This unique liner provides improved comfort and sweat management.
Custom Features ........Based on quantity ordered, custom features such as packing and marking can
be incorporated based on client needs.
Shelf Life......................10 to 15 years if kept in its original package, in normal storage conditions.
Avoid direct sunlight.
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